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Marketing Mastery Program – Module 4
INTERNAL ADVERTISING

Internal advertising encompasses various forms of advertising on the premises of a “Brick and
Mortar” store. This can include but are not limited to flyers, booklets, brochures and business
cards. There can be a strong temptation to create elaborate brochures and product flyers as a
way of showcasing your business. These can be effective so long as you apply the principles set
out in this module. You need to know how to make this form of advertising stand out and be
effective, otherwise your money spent on the design and printing is wasted.
This module will walk you through some of the tried and true staples that are easy to
implement and effective with internal advertising, though this list is by no means allencompassing:

Methods
 Business Cards
 Brochures / Flyer
 Booklets

 Sales Counter POS
 Rack Cards
 Referral Program

Within each of these advertising vehicles there are questions you will need to answer when
using each advertising type:
 What is the intended use of the advertising piece?
 What do you want the person to do after they have read it?
 What is the next step in your sales funnel that an average person would take and do you
have a clear call to action to lead the into that next step?
 How will the advertising piece be distributed - passive or active, simply staple to their
sales receipt or will it be handed to the customer and explained?
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Business Cards
This is first chance to differentiate yourself from the competition. Don’t make your business
card generic like everyone else. It is easy to make up more than one card style, have different
cards for different environments: at your Sales counter, one for a bill fold, one for off-site with
an offer for something FREE and another for Networking events etc….

So what information is required on business cards?
What works?
Should you include your social media information?
What do you want the person to do when they go back to work or home?
I mean, how much can you cram onto a 2” x 3.5” card anyway?
The intent of your business card is twofold—to provide contact information and more
importantly have a “call to action” that moves the person through the sales cycle and onto the
next step whether that be visiting your website, sending you an email or making a telephone
call to you.
Here are some tips for the look and feel of your card, to get your unique selling proposition
front and center.
 A photo of yourself works for smaller type businesses – when you hand out business
cards at networking events it helps the person that received the card to remember
you; and provides familiarity—one version of this business card for networking
purposes will serve you well.
 Make logos small, and highlight your products and/or your people.
 Unconventional size and formats work – stands out from the crowd
 Die cut cards – MM
 Other cuts - Travel Agents like luggage tags, Pet Groomers like dog tags
 Material – printing on butcher paper, cloth or linen for apparel designers
 A mock driver’s license – teaching you how to drive sales – (RH) SAMPLE
 Use the back - e.g. a photographer could use one of their photos
 Leave room for a person to make a note somewhere on your business card?
 Create an additional utility business card: a small flyer, mini catalogue – spiral bound
notebook
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This is your oppoertunity to Be Creative!
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Optimizing your Business Cards in the SMM Era
1. a powerful quotation that will interest your network /contact and use the author of Use
the quote or a testimonial?
2. Highlight interesting statistics or facts that they would be amazed to know. These
should be related to your industry & interests.
3. Provide a useful reference to other resources that would be helpful to the industry
4. PREFERABLY use a powerful “call to action”
5. The Call to Action must send the person to a specific landing page on your website that
is relevant to the info on the business card.
6. Make the cards double sided
7. Have more than one business card, one genetic and one personal with your photo and
cell
8. Provide your web address
9. Pick which social media you use primarily and are most active on – and use only one or
two at the max: YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or LinkedIn account.
10. Is your full address necessary? if not town and province may suffice –addresses can use
a lot of unnecessary real estate on your business card
11. Connect with me at (email address & telephone number) to talk business or if you need
a great restaurant recommendation the next time you are in Budapest.
12. Do small print runs only and do split runs so that you can different “Call to Actions”
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Do business cards still work?
Email, Smartphones and LinkedIn have long replaced the rolodex, (remember those?) and are
great methods of connectivity. So with better people-finding resources now than ever before,
do business cards still have a place in the mix?
Absolutely!
When we meet people at conferences, coffee shops or service people at the store; we still want
to convey why we are relevant and differentiate ourselves from our competitors; and this is still
done with the old fashioned business card. Business cards still generate interest; they are still
worth handing out freely in abundance, and are still THE accepted networking tool.
NOTE: If you exchange cards, always do your follow up with an email or telephone call; our
prospects and clients get busy and mostly forget about us, so a quick follow-up will keep us
(and our products or services) top of mind.
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Brochures & Flyers
Hard copy brochures and flyers are not used nearly enough. They are thought of as
un-necessary, but as competition heats up, the details of having more and better contact points
with prospects, clients and past clients will pay off.
Brochures or flyers move the prospect or client through to the next stage of the sales cycle
(sales pipeline) and it is with this marketing piece you can explain a little more about the
benefits of your product or service. So it is here that you create the next “call to action” to
explain what it is they should do to learn more, get a FREE report etc... This should lead them
to your website and to a landing page that resembles the choices in the brochure or flyer.
This is a great marketing piece for networking at; Chamber of Commerce events, meet and
greets, trade shows etc…
The advantage of BOTH the flyer and the threefold brochure is: if you are at an event and need
some more copies, a flyer is quick and easy to print with no folding, just photocopy and go.
Both can have the same images and content BUT the layout for each is different from one
another, the flyer should be designed with grey scale so that it can be inexpensively
photocopied in black and white.

Creating content, images and photos for this marketing material will benefit you, as you will be
able to re-purpose it for a lot your other marketing efforts; it is a repeat, repeat, repeat
scenario that works!
Use the content, images and photos for:
 A flyer – less expensive to print (both hardcopy and PDF electronic copy)
 A tr-fold brochure (& larger) (both hardcopy and PDF electronic copy)
 A booklet, printed in increments of 4 pages 4, 8, 12 or 16 to 20 pages. (both hardcopy
and PDF electronic copy)
 Your website landing page
 Plus individual Ad campaigns – extract info from above

*If you do not possess artistic ability there are professionals that can help. Please have a plan
written out (or mapped out) before you interview one, so that you know what it is you need.
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The individuals or companies involved are:
 Copywriters – they help with content writing (again re-purpose adjust to the product,
double sided flyers, 2 fold brochures, 4,8 or 16 to 20 page booklets, website landing
pages, which you can extract for your Ad campaign.
 Graphic Designers – provide look and feel and final copy for the printer and individual
components for your webmaster. Make sure file format is jpeg, pdf and gif so that it
can be utilized for other sources later.
NOTE: not having a plan or idea in advance can be costly – most graphic designers
include an initial proof and final proof, and other changes are billed as extra and this
can be expensive. Prepare in advance – it is your business and your benefit.
 Photographers - Illustrators – can do product shoots, photos of your team, individual
photos, illustrations of product, services. Again buy the photos and illustrations so that
you can re-purpose them and ask for small, med and large resolution and the file
formats that you are able to re-produce them in.
 Some online resources for buying photos and illustrations include iStock, Shutterstock,
Getty Images—your Graphic Designer should be able to assist with this.
 Printers—most flyers can be done as high resolution photocopies and in small runs, the
printer can also do graphic design, should you not be able to find a separate provider.
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Elements to a tri-fold Brochure or a flyer
1. Writing your content—as spoken about in a previous module the easiest way to obtain
content is to record yourself or one of your team selling a product or service to a
customer. This content can then be transcribed, edited, arranged in logical order and
made into a conversational format.
2. Edit your text to include crucial elements, ensure there is a “call to action” to either call
the store, or visit your website to get more information and/or education. Make the
URL landing page specific to that information when you direct the prospect.
3. Structure using bullets points, text boxes and info-graphics to organize the information
into readable sections or chunks.
4. Create your Headline and Sub-Headline
5. List the top three to five benefits, so that your client or prospect sees the value or
solution to their problem they are looking to solve. WIIFM
6. Differentiate—what do you do that your competition does not?
7. Product—tell the prospect or client what you are selling, and if there is a discount, show
it!
8. Know your ideal customer and use language specific to them.
9. Use testimonials.
10. Place contact information at bottom of both sides (front and back)
11. Use Powerful Language—Use words like pull from power Words & Phrases module # 2 page # 18
12. Have it proof read by at least two other people
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Booklets
A booklet can be a printed short book or PDF electronic version providing the marketing for:


The 20% of your core products that are bringing in 80% of your revenue and listing of
your additional products and service - the short story is usually less than 20 pages.
 It can be produced for a singular product or service. A Photographer for example can
produce one for weddings, another for baby photos each with specific language around
that event
It can be expensive to produce so it is to be used within the sales pipeline when it is appropriate
to follow up with the prospect, it provides additional information and educational based
marketing about your product or service.
Full Size booklet, each page 8.5”wide x 11” high,
● Back to back Magazine style or saddle stitch 80lb gloss text paper, page count is in
increments of (4) 8 page, 12, 16 to 20 pages.
● Or Back to back booklet style with either Spiral coil, cerlox wire spine or cerlox plastic
spine, 80lb gloss text paper, page count is in increments of (2) 8 page, 10, 12 to 20
pages.
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Sales Counter POS Staple Flyers
If you hand out POS receipts, credit card receipts or invoices and are not stapling some sort of
advertising to them about your, product, service or promotion, you are missing out.
Most receipts are tucked in a bag, put in a wallet or fold up or put in a pocket. When the client
gets home or prepares their credit card receipts they often re-look at the invoice or receipt and
this is a great time to re-capture their attention on what is coming up or explain about other
products and services you offer.
As business owners we assume our customers know what we do, however this is not
necessarily the case! It is our job to make sure that those customers know what we do, and
what it is we offer that will make their lives easier.
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Rack Cards
This advertising is frequently used in hotels, tourist centers, landmark areas, restaurants and
many other areas that have significant foot traffic. Having this set up in-store at your is an
excellent way to promote your products and service.
5 ways to make your Rack Cards advertising stand out and effective
1. The single most important factor is to have a photo or illustration that shows people
experiencing your product or service, this creates a response – “I want that”, “I want to do
that”, “I want to go there”. Now what colour to use? Yellow attracts the eye, so on the top 2.5”
of your advert use yellow on black or black on yellow this will induce people to pick it up.
2. Get people’s attention, the header is what people look at after first noticing the photo. Make
it memorable, use attention getting wording that will make them want to read the main part of
the Ad.
3. What are you selling, offering or teaching? What experience or solution are you offering? Get
to the point in the first sentence; tell them why they should buy your product or service and
what it will do for them. Avoid generic terms, if you can substitute another business name and
have it make sense, it’s too generic. Finish with what you want people to do: a “Call to Action”
inspire them to take action –
e.g. - Space is limited, call today!
- log on for a complete schedule.
- ask or call for more information.
- fill in a survey
- clip coupons
- purchase tickets
- enter a contest

4. The next thing is your logo and where you tell them, your location and how to find you.
Provide your address, telephone number and website address.
5. The last thing is your Tag Line, a few words that explain what you want to be known for and
that secures ownership of your brand.
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Rack Card Example:
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Referral Programs- Referral System Process
The key to using to using referrals as a marketing strategies are:


If you are providing value for the customer referral – Make it valuable enough OR they just
won’t participate.
 Engagement – are they to refer you directly to a friend or associate or with a post on their
Facebook?
The independent “Referrals Workbook” within this Marketing Mastery program will provide you the
Rules, the Mechanisms and the process for setting up your referral system.
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Internal Marketing 10pt Critique Scorecard

This tool is to be used each time you are creating an ‘internal’ style marketing piece (e.g. brochure,
business card etc).
Note: Not all points will be relevant to all types of materials
Attention:
1. Who is your target Ideal Customer?
2. How well does your headline speak to your IC?
3. Is there a picture that appeals to the emotion your IC is seeking?

Interest:
4. Which Core Offering are you focused on?
5. Is there adequate white space to make for easy reading?
6. Does the quality of design match the purpose? (ask for someone else’s opinion on this)

Desire:
7. Is the language appropriate to the IC?
8. Does the copy build desire that supports your Call To Action

Action:
9. What is your Call to Action?

10. Call to Action/Offer rating:






Level of perceived risk in acting?
Quality of the relationship required (high or low)
Level of interest or desire – from your customer’s perspective?
WIIFM – Perceived Value of Offer
Perceived level of scarcity
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